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Abstract: In this study, we analyzed the role of a series of BaMn1−xNixO3 (x = 0, 0.2, and 0.4) mixed
oxide catalysts, synthesized using the sol–gel method, in NOx-assisted diesel soot oxidation. ICP-OES,
XRD, XPS, and H2-TPR techniques were used for characterization and Temperature-Programmed
Reaction experiments (NOx-TPR and Soot-NOx-TPR), and isothermal reactions at 450 ◦C (for the
most active sample) were carried out to determine the catalytic activity. All samples catalyzed NO
and soot oxidation at temperatures below 400 ◦C, presenting nickel-containing catalysts with the
highest soot conversion and selectivity to CO2. However, the nickel content did not significantly
modify the catalytic performance, and in order to improve it, two catalysts (5 wt % in Ni) were
synthesized via the hydrothermal method (BMN2H) and the impregnation of nickel on a BaMnO3

perovskite as support (M5). The two samples presented higher activity for NO and soot oxidation
than BMN2E (obtained via the sol–gel method) as they presented more nickel on the surface (as
determined via XPS). BMN2H was more active than M5 as it presented (i) more surface oxygen
vacancies, which are active sites for oxidation reactions; (ii) improved redox properties; and (iii) a
lower average crystal size for nickel (as NiO). As a consequence of these properties, BMN2H featured
a high soot oxidation rate at 450 ◦C, which hindered the accumulation of soot during the reaction
and, thus, the deactivation of the catalyst.

Keywords: perovskite; nickel; manganese; NOX; soot oxidation; diesel

1. Introduction

It is well known that car engines are one of the main sources of atmospheric pollution.
For this reason, electric and fuel-cell-based engines have been proposed as alternatives
to internal combustion engines (ICEs). However, these new engines present drawbacks
that make them less viable than ICEs [1,2]. Therefore, it is expected that ICEs, such as
diesel and gasoline engines, will remain the leader of primary power generation in the
automotive sector. Diesel engines present higher efficiency and durability than gasoline
engines [3,4]; however, the former generates soot particles and nitrogen oxides (NOX), pre-
senting notably dangerous effects for both humans and the environment. Soot particles can
affect the respiratory tract, causing cardiovascular problems, while NOX is responsible for
photochemical smog and acid rain [5–8]. Because of this, strict limits have been established
through European legislation for the protection of environmental and human health [9,10].
To accomplish this regulation for automotive diesel engines, a diesel oxidation catalyst
(DOC), followed by a diesel particulate filter (DPF), has been proposed as an effective
after-treatment system. In this sense, commercially available devices are composed of
a ceramic monolith coated with noble metals (Pt, Pt/Pd, or Pd/Rh) that are scarce and
expensive [11–13].
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Perovskite-type mixed oxides (ABO3) are widely used in industry due to their low
price, high stability, and good optical, magnetic, electronic, and ferroelectric properties [14].
Additionally, perovskites present interesting catalytic properties that mainly depend on
the nature of B metal and that can be modulated by adding some transition metals able
to improve their redox properties (associated with the oxidation state of B metal and the
formation of oxygen vacancies) and, therefore, catalytic activity [15,16]. Recent results
have revealed that these catalysts can be used for the control of pollutants generated
by ICEs [17,18]. Accordingly, perovskites could be used for soot removal from diesel
engines [19–23].

In a previous study [23], a series of BaFe1−xNixO3 (x = 0, 0.2, 0.4, and 0.8) catalysts were
used to catalyze NOx-assisted diesel soot oxidation, allowing for determining the effect
of the partial substitution of Fe by Ni. BaFeO3 and BaFe0.6Ni0.4O3 are the best catalysts,
but the latter is more stable as it contains the highest proportion of Ni(II) on the surface,
featuring the highest initial soot oxidation rate and the lowest amount of unreacted soot
after the reaction. Thus, in this study, Mn was partially substituted by Ni in BaMnO3
perovskite to evaluate if the presence of Ni could improve the catalytic activity of BaMnO3
perovskite in NOx-assisted diesel soot oxidation [21]. To achieve this purpose, a series of
BaMn1−xNixO3 (x = 0, 0.2, and 0.4) samples were synthesized (using the sol–gel method),
deeply characterized (via ICP-OES, XRD, XPS, and H2-TPR), and tested as catalysts in NO to
NO2 oxidation and NOx-assisted diesel soot oxidation. Temperature-Programmed Reaction
experiments (NOx–TPR and Soot–NOx–TPR) and, for the best catalyst, isothermal reactions
at 450 ◦C were developed. Additionally, as the nickel content did not significantly modify
the catalytic performance, two additional nickel catalysts (5 wt %) were obtained using
the hydrothermal method (BMN2H) and wetness impregnation of nickel on a BaMnO3
perovskite support (M5).

2. Results and Discussion
2.1. BaMn1−xNixO3 Catalysts: Effect of Nickel Content
2.1.1. Chemical and Morphological Properties

Table 1 shows the nomenclature, the actual nickel content (wt %) obtained via ICP–
OES, the nominal nickel content (wt %) calculated from the catalyst formula, and the BET
surface area, as well as various XRD data.

Table 1. Nickel content, BET surface area, and XRD data.

Sample Nomenclature BET Surface
Area (m2/g)

Nominal
Ni (wt %)

Actual
Ni (wt %)

2θ for Main
Peak of

BaMnO3 (◦)

NiO Average
Crystal

Size (nm)

BaMnO3 BME 7 - - 31.4 -

BaMn0.8Ni0.2O3 BMN2E 5 4.8 4.8 31.4 30

BaMn0.6Ni0.4O3 BMN4E 6 9.6 9.5 31.4 35

From a general point of view, the actual Ni content is very close to the nominal one,
indicating that the method used for synthesis achieves the required amount of this metal.
Moreover, the samples present a low BET surface area, as corresponds to mixed oxides
with very low porosity development, such as perovskites [15,19–25].

2.1.2. Crystalline Structure

XRD patterns for BaMn1−xNixO3 samples are featured in Figure 1. The hexagonal
BaMnO3 perovskite-type structure is detected for the BME sample, but for the two samples
with nickel, this structure coexists with the stoichiometric BaNiO3 hexagonal structure and
with an oxygen-deficient hexagonal perovskite structure BaNiO2.55. Thus, it seems that
nickel is not inserted into the BaMnO3 perovskite structure and, instead of that, it forms two
Ni-based perovskites. This fact, which was previously found for BaFe1−xNixO3 catalyst
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series [20–23], seems to be justified by the values of the tolerance factor (t), calculated
using the ionic radius of the components of perovskites (Ba2+: 175 pm, Mn3+: 65 pm, Ni2+:
78 pm, and O2−: 140 pm, corresponding to coordination numbers 12, 6, and 6 for cation A,
cation B, and oxygen, respectively) [26] and shown in Table 2. So, as the t value is closer
to 1 (theorical value) for BaNiO3 than for BaMn1−xNixO3 perovskites, Ni is not inserted
into the BaMnO3 perovskite structure. Instead of that, it forms the BaNiO3 and BaNiO2.55
perovskites. Note that for Ni samples, the location (2θ value) of the main diffraction peak
of the hexagonal perovskite structure is not modified in the presence of Ni (Table 1), which
corroborates that this metal has not been inserted into the perovskite framework [20–23] as
it was previously detected for BaMn1−xCuxO3 samples [21,25].
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Figure 1. XRD patterns for BaMn1−xNixO3 samples.

Table 2. Tolerance factor values.

Sample t Factor (Ni2+, Fe3+)

BaMnO3 1.09

BaMn0.8Ni0.2O3 1.07

BaMn0.6Ni0.4O3 1.06

BaNiO3 1.02

Additionally, in the XRD patterns of the BMN2E and BMN4E samples, peaks corre-
sponding to NiO, whose intensity increases with nickel content, are detected. By using the
Scherrer equation, the average crystal size of NiO for the BMN2E and BMN4E samples was
calculated (Table 1), increasing with the nickel percentage.
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2.1.3. Surface Properties

The XPS spectra for the Ni 2p3/2 (Figure 2a), Mn 2p3/2 (Figure 2b), and O 1s (Figure 2c)
transitions for BaMn1−xNixO3 samples are illustrated in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. XPS spectra of the (a) Ni 2p3/2, (b) Mn 2p3/2, and (c) O1s transitions for BaMn1−XNiXO3 samples.
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Focusing the attention on Figure 2a, according to the literature [27–30], binding energy
(BE) values between 854 and 856 eV reveal the presence of Ni(II), Ni(III), and Ni (IV) species
on the surface, with the existence of Ni(II) supported by the satellite peaks at 860 and
864 eV. So, as it is common on perovskites [26,28–30], high oxidation states for Ni (Ni(III)
and Ni(IV)) seem to be present on the surface to compensate for the oxidation states of
B metal found in BMN2E and BMN4E perovskites. After the deconvolution of the main
signal, two components are found, corresponding to (i) Ni from BaNiO3 perovskite (which
could be Ni(II), Ni(III), and Ni(IV)) at higher binding energies, and (ii) Ni from NiO at
lower binding energies [23].

Table 3 shows the XPS nickel percentage and the percentage of total nickel (determined
by ICP–OES), the proportion of surface nickel (calculated as 100 × [Ni(%) XPS/Ni(%) ICP–
OES), and the NiO/BaNiO3 surface ratio (obtained from the area of the deconvoluted
peaks assigned to Ni as NiO and Ni as BaNiO3). For the BMN2E and BMN4E samples, the
percentage of surface nickel is lower than 100% and, consequently, all of nickel added is
not located on the surface. However, the percentage of surface nickel (surface Ni (%)) and
the proportion of Ni which is as NiO (indicated by NiO/BaNiO3 ratio) increases with the
Ni percentage, suggesting that the formation of BaNiO3 is being disfavored with respect
to NiO.

Table 3. XPS data of BaMn1−XNiXO3 samples.

Samples
B.E Max
Mn(III)

(eV)

B.E Max
Mn(VI)

(eV)

B.E Max
OL

(eV)

Ni
(wt %)

ICP-OES
Ni (wt %)

XPS
Surface
Ni (%) 1

NiO/
BaNiO3

2
Mn(IV)/
Mn(III)

OL/
Mn+Ni+Ba

BME 641.3 642.4 528.9 - - - - 1.4 0.9

BMN2E 641.8 642.8 529.4 4.8 3.5 73 0.5 1.4 0.8

BMN4E 641.2 642.2 529.0 9.5 8.0 84 0.7 1.3 0.7
1 Calculated as 100 × [Ni (%) XPS/Ni(%) ICP-OES], 2 Obtained from the area of the deconvoluted peaks assigned
to Ni as NiO and as BaNiO3.

Figure 2b presents the deconvolution for the Mn 2p3/2 transition. The band between
641 and 642 eV corresponds to Mn(III) (this assignation is supported by the satellite peak
located at 645 eV, and the band detected between 642 and 644 eV reveals that Mn(IV) is
also present [19,21,22,25,31]). Table 3 displays the Mn(IV)/Mn(III) surface ratios (estimated
considering the area of the corresponding deconvoluted peaks). According to the perovskite
stoichiometry (BaMnO3), Mn should be as Mn(IV) for the neutrality of positive and negative
charges. However, as Mn(III) and Mn(IV) coexist on the surface, oxygen vacancies have to
be present on the surface. The existence of Mn(III) on the surface also seems to justify that
Ni(II) is being oxidized to Ni(III)/Ni(IV). Note that as the Mn(IV)/Mn(III) ratio is higher
than one for the three samples (without a clear trend with nickel content), Mn(IV) seems to
be the main oxidation state. It is well known that manganese-based perovskites, due to their
redox properties related to the electronic configuration of Mn(III) and Mn(IV) [32–34], are
active catalysts for oxidation reactions, and the coexistence of the two oxidation states, but
specially an enriched surface of Mn(IV), increases the oxygen mobility and, consequently,
the catalytic activity [35]. Finally, it is observed that the maximum of the BE corresponding
to the Mn(IV) and Mn(III) deconvoluted signals is different for nickel-containing samples
due to the presence of nickel species on surface.

Figure 2c exhibits the spectra for the O 1s transition for BaMn1−xNixO3 samples.
According to literature [31–37], the O 1s spectrum for perovskites is usually deconvoluted
into three bands: (i) the band at around 530 eV corresponds to lattice oxygen (OL), (ii) the
band at around 531 eV is associated with surface oxygen species such as adsorbed oxygen,
hydroxyl, and carbonate groups, and finally, (iii) the band related to adsorbed water appears
at 533 eV. The three bands are detected for all samples, with OL being the main one. In
Table 3, the OL/(BaL+Mn+Ni) ratio (estimated from the areas of the OL deconvoluted band
and of the bands corresponding to cations) is included, as well as the BE of the maximum
of this deconvoluted band. As all OL/(BaL+Mn+Ni) ratios are lower than the nominal one
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(1.5), oxygen vacancies exist on the surface, and as the values are lower for nickel containing
samples, more oxygen vacancies are present in these two samples. Additionally, a shift
towards higher values of the BE maximum for the OL deconvoluted band is observed due
to the presence of nickel on the surface.

2.1.4. Reducibility

The reducibility of BaMn1−XNiXO3 samples was determined by a Temperature-Programmed
Reduction with H2 (H2–TPR), with the profiles shown in Figure 3, in which several reduc-
tion peaks between 200 ◦C and 1000 ◦C, corresponding to the reduction of Mn and Ni/Mn,
were detected.
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Figure 3. H2–TPR profiles for BaMn1−xNixO3 samples.

The H2–TPR profile of BME presents three reduction peaks [19,21,22,25,38]: (i) the
first peak at temperatures between 400 ◦C and 500 ◦C corresponds to the reduction of
Mn(IV) and Mn(III) to Mn(II), (ii) the peak at intermediate temperatures, from 700 ◦C to
800 ◦C, is due to the desorption of surface oxygen species, and finally, (iii) the peak at high
temperatures (850–1000 ◦C) is assigned to the reduction of Mn(II) to Mn(0). BMN2E features
the same three reduction peaks that were detected for BME, but the peak at the lowest
temperature includes the reduction of Mn(IV)/Mn(III) to Mn(II) and, also, the reduction
of Ni(II) to Ni(0) [23,39], according to the reduction profile of the NiO used as reference
for nickel reduction. For BMN2E and BMN4E, all the reduction peaks are located at lower
temperatures than for BME, so as it was previously observed for the BaMn1−xCuxO3
samples [21,25,40], the incorporation of Ni favors the reduction of manganese, revealing a
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Mn–Ni synergistic effect. For BMN4E, the low temperature reduction peak is more complex
and shows two well-defined maxima that should correspond to two reduction processes.
Furthermore, as the signal intensity does not decrease in the intermediate area between
both maxima, the presence of a third overlapping peak is suggested. Thus, a tentative
assignment of these peaks could be [23,40]: (i) the peak with the maximum at about 390 ◦C
corresponds to the reduction of Ni(II) with a low interaction with the support and, thus,
the reduction of NiO species, (ii) the overlapped peak at intermediate temperatures, about
430 ◦C, is assigned to the reduction to Ni(0) of the NiOx species on the surface and sub-
surface of the support, and of Ni(II) with a stronger interaction with the perovskite, and
finally, (iii) the peak with a defined maximum at 460 ◦C corresponds to the reduction of
Mn(IV) and Mn(III) to Mn(II).

Thus, based on H2–TPR profiles, the BMN2E catalyst seems to have more nickel with
a stronger interaction with the BaMnO3 support, which improves the Ni–Mn synergistic
effect and, consequently, the temperature for the manganese reduction is decreased. On the
other hand, the BMN4E catalyst seems to present a higher proportion of nickel with a low
interaction with the perovskite and, therefore, is reducible at lower temperature (390 ◦C).
This peak appears clearly differentiated in this catalyst due to the higher amount of NiO
species. Finally, the asymmetry of the main reduction peak of BMN2E at low temperatures
reveals the presence of a low amount of NiO, as also observed via XRD and XPS.

2.1.5. Catalytic Activity Tests
NO to NO2 Oxidation (NOx–TPR)

The catalytic activity for the NO oxidation was determined by Temperature-Programmed
Reaction (NOx–TPR) experiments.

Figure 4a shows the NOX conversion profiles as a function of temperature for the
three samples. Considering Equation (1), a positive value of NOx conversion indicates that
the adsorption of NOx on the sample is taking place as the amount of NOx detected at
the outlet of the reactor (so, after reaction) is lower than the measured at the inlet of the
reactor (so, before reaction). On the other hand, a negative means that NOx desorption
occurs. Note that the amount of desorbed NOx is higher than the amount of adsorbed NOX
because the adsorption of NOX at room temperature taking place before the test starts is not
registered. BME does not present a significant adsorption capacity, but nickel-containing
catalysts (BMN2E and BMN4E) show some adsorption ability. In fact, for these catalysts,
two different desorption peaks are observed: (i) a peak with a minimum at about 420 ◦C,
which is at the same temperature as the minimum shown by the raw perovskite BME and,
therefore, could be associated with the desorption of NOx adsorbed at room temperature
on the perovskite; and (ii) an intense peak with a minimum at around 520 ◦C which is
not detected for the raw perovskite and has to be related to the presence of nickel species,
which would be able to adsorb NOx. Note that the intensity of this peak increases with
respect to the peak at lower temperatures as the nickel content increases.

Figure 4b presents the NO2 generation profiles during NOx–TPR experiments. First of
all, it must be underlined that the real value of NO2 generated cannot be obtained from
these profiles because, as indicated in Figure 4a, a fraction of this NO2 is being adsorbed
on the catalyst surface so it is not detected [23]. Thus, these profiles show only the NO2
evolved. Note that all catalysts are active for the oxidation of NO to NO2 at temperatures
below ca 400 ◦C, where the oxidation capacity is higher for the two nickel samples, so
nickel should present at active sites for the NO oxidation [23]. However, the NO2 that
evolves is similar for BMN2E and BMN4E, featuring a maximum of around 32% at 430 ◦C.

Soot Oxidation (Soot–NOx–TPR)

Figure 5a shows the soot conversion profiles of BaMn1−xNixO3 catalysts. At tempera-
tures below 600 ◦C [21,22], which is the range of temperature relevant for soot removal from
diesel engines, all catalysts present conversion values higher than the observed for uncat-
alyzed reactions (blank in Figure 5a). BMN2E and BMN4E are the most active catalysts for
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soot removal, and they also evolve a higher amount of NO2 than the raw perovskite (BME)
(see Figure 4b). This is because NO2 is more effective than O2 for soot oxidation [19–23],
so the catalysts evolving a higher percentage of NO2 should also be the catalysts showing
higher soot conversion percentage. Thus, if Figure 5b is compared with Figure 4b (corre-
sponding to the NO2 evolved in the presence and in the absence of soot), it is concluded
that around 65% of the NO2 evolved is used for soot oxidation.
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Figure 5. (a) Soot conversion and (b) NO2 generation profiles in TPR conditions for BaMn1−xNixO3 samples.

From these conversion profiles, the temperature to achieve 50% soot conversion (T50%)
was determined and is included in Table 4, where the selectivity to CO2 (calculated by
Equation (4)) is also featured. As expected, a higher selectivity to CO2 and a lower T50%
value is found for all samples than for uncatalyzed reactions (blank in figure) [21–23,41].
BMN2E and BMN4E present a lower T50% value and a higher selectivity to CO2 than BME
as nickel samples present additional active sites for soot oxidation.

In conclusion, nickel samples are more active for the oxidation of NO to NO2 and,
consequently, for soot r oxidation than BME, but the nickel content is not relevant. Thus, the
different properties of BMN2E and BMN4E seem to not significantly affect the performance
for soot oxidation. Note that BMN4E presents a higher percentage of surface Ni, a higher
amount of surface oxygen vacancies, and a higher reducibility than BMN2E, but it also
presents a larger average crystal size. Thus, although BMN2E shows a lower percentage of
surface nickel, the average crystal size is lower than for BMN4E, so the amount of nickel
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active sites should be similar, with both samples presenting almost the same catalytic
activity. For this reason, BMN2E, with the lowest nickel percentage (5 wt %), has been
selected to analyze the effect of the nickel addition method in the next section.

Table 4. T50% and selectivity to CO2 for BaMn1−xNixO3 samples.

Sample T50% (◦C) Selectivity to CO2 (%)

BME 563 ± 8 75

BMN2E 548 ± 8 84

BMN4E 546 ± 8 83

Blank 593 ± 8 38

2.2. Effect of Nickel Addition Method

To analyze the effect of the nickel addition method, two samples with 5 wt % nickel
were prepared by hydrothermal synthesis (denoted as BMN2H) and by incipient wetness
impregnation (designed as M5) using BME as a support. In the following sections, the
characterization results will be presented and discussed as well as their catalytic perfor-
mance, which will be compared with the one shown by the sample prepared via the sol–gel
method (BMN2E) discussed in the previous section.

2.2.1. Characterization of BMN2H and M5 Catalysts

As well as for the BMN2E sample, the BET surface areas of BMN2H and M5 (5 and
6 m2/g, respectively) reveal that these samples present a very-low-developed porosity [15,
24]. On the other hand, their actual Ni content is similar (4.9 wt % Ni for both samples) to
the nominal one (5.0 wt % Ni), so the procedure used for nickel incorporation also achieves
the required amount of this metal.

XRD patterns for the two samples are shown in Figure 6. The main crystalline phase
is the hexagonal perovskite-type structures. As the angle of the maximum of the BaMnO3
main diffraction peak does not change (Table 5), it seems that, as for the BMN2E sample,
nickel is not inserted into the BaMnO3 perovskite framework [23] and it forms the BaNiO3
perovskite. For BMN2H, the BaNiO2.55 perovskite structure is also detected. However,
for M5, only the stoichiometric BaNiO3 perovskite structure is formed; so, it is expected
that this sample presents a smaller amount of oxygen vacancies than the BMN2H sample.
Additionally, the peaks corresponding to cubic NiO are detected for the two samples as
a minority crystal phase. In Table 5, the average crystal size data of NiO is included and
is higher for M5 than for BMN2H. Finally, BMN2H also shows peaks corresponding to a
BaCO3 phase, so this is the most heterogeneous sample. Thus, these results reveal that the
nickel addition method is relevant as it determines not only the crystalline phases but also
the NiO average crystal size and therefore the amount of nickel active sites, which should
be higher for the BMN2H sample.

Table 5. XRD data.

Sample 2θ for Main Peak of BaMnO3 (◦) NiO Average Crystal Size (nm)

M5 31.4 24

BMN2H 31.4 19

The Ni 2p3/2 (Figure 7a), Mn 2p3/2 (Figure 7b), and O 1s (Figure 7c) XPS spec-
tra of the M5 and BMN2H samples are compared in Figure 7, where the Ni, Mn, and
O contributions described for BMN2E (see Figure 3 and related discussion) are also
detected [19,21–23,25,28–37].
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Figure 6. XRD patterns for M5 and BMN2H samples.

Table 6 compares the surface nickel percentage, calculated from XPS data, with the
actual nickel percentage (determined by ICP–OES) and with the NiO/BaNiO3 surface
ratio (obtained from the areas of the corresponding deconvoluted peaks). M5 and BMN2H
present a percentage of surface nickel much higher than the one determined by ICP–OES
(the actual nickel percentage), which indicates that nickel is being accumulated on the
surface. Note that M5 presents the highest content of surface nickel, which could be
expected as the metal has been added by the impregnation method. So, based on the
NiO/BaNiO3 ratio, M5 is the sample presenting the highest proportion of NiO on the
surface and it also features the highest average crystal size for NiO, as calculated from the
XRD data.

Table 6. XPS characterization data for M5 and BMN2H samples.

Catalyst
B.E Max
Mn(III)

(eV)

B.E Max
Mn(VI)

(eV)

B.E Max
OL

(eV)

Ni
(wt %)

ICP-OES
Ni (wt %)

XPS
Surface Ni

(%) 1
NiO/

BaNiO3
2

Mn(IV)/
Mn(III)

OL/
Mn+Ni+Ba

M5 641.5 643.1 529.0 4.9 20.2 412 0.7 0.6 2.0

BMN2H 641.2 642.3 528.9 4.9 9.8 200 0.9 0.9 1.1
1 Calculated as 100 × [Ni (%) XPS/Ni(%) ICP-OES]. 2 Obtained from the area of the deconvoluted peaks assigned
to Ni as NiO and as BaNiO3.

Table 6 shows the Mn(IV)/Mn(III) surface ratios, estimated considering the area of the
deconvoluted peaks. As Mn(IV)/Mn(III) is lower than one for M5, this sample presents a
higher proportion of Mn(III) than Mn(IV) on the surface. BMN2H features an almost similar
proportion of the two oxidation states as the ratio is close to one. As Mn(III) and Mn(IV)
coexist on the catalyst surface, a defect of positive charge exists that will be compensated
for by the formation of surface oxygen vacancies (and by the presence of Ni(III) and Ni(IV));
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there will be a higher amount for the sample with a lower Mn(IV)/Mn(III) ratio, as is the
case with M5. On the other hand, for BMN2H, the corresponding deconvoluted signals of
Mn(III) and Mn(IV) appear at lower binding energies than for M5. Thus, as this sample also
presents a higher proportion of Mn(IV) on the surface, it is expected that BMN2H features
a better redox behavior than the M5 sample.
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Figure 7. XPS spectra of the (a) Ni 2p3/2, (b) Mn 2p3/2, and (c) O1s transitions for M5 and
BMN2H samples.

In Table 6, the OL/(BaL+Mn+Ni) ratio, estimated from the atomic percentages cal-
culated by XPS and the area under the OL deconvoluted peak, has been also included.
Contrary to what might be expected, the BMN2H catalyst presents an OL/Mn+BaL+Ni
ratio lower than the nominal one (1.5), revealing the presence of surface oxygen vacan-
cies. However, for M5, the OL/Mn+BaL+Ni ratio is higher than the nominal one, so a
higher proportion of lattice oxygen is present as the lattice oxygen corresponding to NiO is
also included.

The reducibility of the samples was determined by a Temperature-Programmed Re-
duction with H2 (H2–TPR) and the profiles shown in Figure 8 present several reduction
peaks between 200 ◦C and 1000 ◦C, corresponding to the reduction of Ni and Mn.

As mentioned above for BMN2E and BMN4E (Figure 3), three reduction peaks are
detected [19,21,38]: (i) the first peak corresponds to the reduction of Mn(IV) and Mn(III) to
Mn(II), and to the reduction of nickel, as the temperature for the manganese reduction is
lower than for the BME sample [23,25]; (ii) the peak at intermediate temperatures, from
700 ◦C to 800 ◦C, is due to the reduction of surface oxygen species, and finally, (iii) the peak
at high temperatures is assigned to the reduction of Mn(II) to Mn(0). For M5, the first peak
appears at lower temperatures than for the BME support due not only to a pronounced
synergistic Ni–Mn effect [25,40] but also because this sample presents a higher proportion
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of NiO (see XPS and XRD results) which is reduced at lower temperatures [39]. The
BMN2H sample presents two better defined reduction peaks, suggesting a less pronounced
synergistic Mn-Ni effect than M5. Additionally, as the signal intensity is not completely
decreased between the two peaks, the existence of a third overlapping peak is suggested.
Thus, the reducibility of samples is in accordance with the higher reducibility of nickel
from NiO than from BaNiO3.
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Figure 8. H2–TPR profiles for M5 and BMN2H samples.

2.2.2. Catalytic Activity Tests
NO to NO2 Oxidation (NOx–TPR)

Observing the NOx conversion profiles shown in Figure 9a, it seems that M5 presents
the lowest adsorption–desorption capacity, with BMN2H showing the highest one. Note
that BMN2H features two maxima for the adsorption of NOx and a pronounced desorption
peak much higher than the one corresponding to NOx adsorption (due to the NOx being
retained at room temperature before starting the test, which is not registered) [19–23]. So, it
seems that the BMN2H catalyst should present much more active sites for NOx adsorption
at room temperature. This result agrees with the presence of BaCO3 on BMN2H, which
could also participate in the NOx adsorption. Note that this sample presents a lower NiO
average crystal size, so it has to present more nickel active sites.

Figure 9b presents the NO2 generation profiles during NOx–TPR experiments. The
samples are active for the oxidation of NO to NO2 at temperatures below 400 ◦C, with M5
evolving almost 40% of NO2 at ca 400 ◦C and BMN2H showing two maxima: one of 35% at
approximately 300 ◦C and another one of 37% at 435 ◦C; so, it seems that this sample has
two active sites able to oxide NO to NO2.

Figure 10a shows the Soot–NOx–TPR profiles for the two nickel samples under com-
parison. At temperatures below 600 ◦C [21,22], both samples present higher soot conversion
percentages than the observed uncatalyzed reaction (blank in Figure 10a). This trend is
related to that observed for the NO2 generation (Figure 9b) [19–23] as M5 and BMN2H
present a better performance for soot oxidation and evolve a larger amount of NO2.
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Figure 10. (a) Soot conversion and (b) NO2 generation profiles in TPR conditions for M5 and
BMN2H samples.

On the other hand, by comparing the NO2 emission profiles in the absence and in the
presence of soot (Figure 9b and Figure 10b, respectively), it seems that most of the NO2
is being used for soot oxidation. To support this hypothesis, the NOX conversion profiles
in the absence (Figure 9a) and in the presence of soot (Figure 11) have been compared.
The intensity of the desorption peak at 375 ◦C in the presence of soot for BMN2H is much
lower than in the absence of soot as this sample is using a fraction of the NO2 previously
adsorbed for t soot oxidation. According to the XPS results, BMN2H presents more surface
oxygen vacancies (Table 5) as the oxygen-deficient perovskite structure BaNiO2.55 has been
identified (Figure 6). The surface oxygen vacancies are active sites for oxidation reactions
and improve the redox properties of the catalyst [42,43]. Additionally, BMN2H (due to the
synthesis method used [44]) features a lower average crystal size that allows the presence
of more nickel active sites on the surface (Table 5). Finally, as M5 accumulates more nickel
on the surface, a lower amount of surface active sites should be present.

From the soot–TPR profiles shown in Figure 10, the temperature to achieve 50% soot
conversion (T50%) was obtained and included in Table 7, where the selectivity to CO2
(calculated by Equation (4)) is also featured. As expected, based on the soot–TPR profiles,
both catalysts show a lower T50% value and a higher selectivity to CO2 than the uncatalyzed
reaction (blank) and than BMN2E (see data in Table 4), with BMN2H presenting the lowest
T50% and the highest CO2 selectivity, as expected since it has more surface active sites that
favor the total soot oxidation [21–23,41]. This is because BMN2H presents a lower NiO
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average crystal size than M5 (see XRD results, Table 5), so there is a higher number of
active sites for soot oxidation. In addition, according to the XPS data (Table 6), BMN2H
also shows a lower binding energy for Mn(III) and Mn(IV) than M5, which should also
improve the redox properties.
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Table 7. T50% and selectivity to CO2 for M5 and BMN2H catalysts.

Sample T50% (◦C) Selectivity CO2 (%)

M5 523 ± 8 92

BMN2H 490 ± 8 93

Blank 593 ± 8 38

Stability Tests

As BMN2H shows the best performance during the soot oxidation reaction in TPR
conditions, the performance of this catalyst has been compared with one of the best catalysts
found in our previous study, which is a nickel-iron barium perovskite (BaFe0.6Ni0.4O3,
denoted as BFN4E) [23,45,46].

From the soot conversion profiles at 450 ◦C, featured in Figure 12a, the soot oxidation
rate for the BMN2H sample has been calculated, 56 µmol/min, which is more than two
times the soot oxidation rate estimated for the BFN4E catalyst (25 µmol/min) [23]. So,
BMN2H is more active to catalyze the NOx-assisted soot oxidation reaction as it should
present more nickel active sites than BFN4E [23].

Finally, to more deeply analyze the performance of the BMN2H catalyst, three con-
secutive soot reaction cycles at 450 ◦C were developed, with the soot conversion profiles
shown in Figure 12b. The almost identical soot conversion profiles obtained should be a
consequence of the high soot oxidation rate, which avoids the accumulation of soot during
the reaction and, consequently, the deactivation of the catalyst.
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Figure 12. (a) Soot conversion profiles at 450 ◦C for BMN2H and BFN4E samples, and (b) soot
conversion profiles in consecutive reaction cycles at 450 ◦C for BMN2H sample.

3. Experimental Section
3.1. Synthesis and Characterization of Catalysts

The BaMn1−xNixO3 (x = 0, 0.2 and 0.4) samples were obtained by the sol–gel
method [19–23,25,36,41,45,46] using citric acid and EDTA as complexing agents. Briefly,
40 mL of a solution of EDTA (Sigma–Aldrich, 98.5% purity) at 60 ◦C (in a 1:2 Mn: EDTA
molar ratio) was prepared, followed by the addition of barium nitrate (Ba(NO3)2, Sigma–
Aldrich, 99.0% purity), manganese(II) nitrate tetrahydrate (Mn(NO3)2·4 H2O, Sigma–
Aldrich, 99.0% purity), and nickel(II) nitrate hexahydrate (Ni(NO3)2·6 H2O, Panreac, 98.0%
purity) as metal precursors, and finally, citric acid (C6H8O7, Sigma–Aldrich, 99.0% purity)
was incorporated in the same molar ratio than of EDTA (1:2, Mn: citric acid). Subsequently,
using an ammonia solution (Panreac, 30 wt %), the pH of the solution was increased until
it reached 9. This solution was kept at 80 ◦C (5 h) to ensure gel formation and the obtained
gel was dried at 150 ◦C for 12 h. Finally, the solid was calcined at 850 ◦C for 6 h.

Additionally, a 5 wt % Ni/BaMnO3 sample was prepared by the incipient wetness
impregnation method [47,48]. First, the BaMnO3 perovskite to be employed as a support
was synthesized using the sol–gel method previously described for the BaMn1−xNixO3
samples. After, the support was impregnated with the volume of a Ni(NO3)2·6 H2O
solution (containing the desired amount of nickel) needed to wet the solid. Then, it was
stirred at room temperature for 24 h, dried at 90 ◦C for 24 h and, finally, calcined at
500 ◦C for 12 h. BaMn0.8Ni0.2O3 was also synthesized by a hydrothermal method [44,45],
using barium hydroxide octahydrate (Ba(OH)2 *8 H2O, Sigma–Aldrich, 98.0% purity),
a potassium permanganate and manganese(IV) oxide mixture (KMnO4, Sigma-Aldrich,
99.0% purity; MnO2, Sigma–Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA, 99.0% purity) (1:3, respectively),
and Ni(NO3)2·6 H2O as precursors. For the synthesis, Ba(OH)2 *8 H2O was dissolved in
25 mL of water and heated to 90 ◦C (without stirring) for 1 h. Later, manganese and nickel
precursors were added under stirring at room temperature for 15 min and, subsequently,
the solution was basified with potassium hydroxide (KOH, Sigma–Aldrich, 85.0% purity)
until saturation. Then, the resulting solution was treated at 90 ◦C in an autoclave for 72 h.
The obtained solid was filtered, washed, and dried at 90 ◦C overnight. Finally, a calcination
step (600 ◦C for 6 h) was carried out.

For sample characterization, several techniques were used.
The nickel content was determined by ICP–OES on a Perkin–Elmer device model

Optimal 4300 DV. For the analysis, the elements were extracted from the samples with a
diluted aqua regia solution (by stirring at 60 ◦C for 1 h).

The textural properties were estimated by N2 adsorption at −196 ◦C using an Autosorb–
6B instrument from Quantachrome (Anton Paar Austria GmbH, Graz, Austria). Before the
N2 adsorption experiments, the samples were degassed at 250 ◦C (4 h).
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X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) was used to obtain information about the crystalline structure,
with the X-ray patterns recorded between 20 and 80◦ 2θ angles (with a step rate of 0.4◦/min
and using Cu Kα (0.15418 nm) radiation) in a Bruker D8-Advance device.

X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) was employed for surface chemistry charac-
terization. A K–Alpha Photoelectron Spectrometer by Thermo–Scientific with an Al Kα

(1486.7 eV) radiation source was used, and to obtain the XPS spectra, the pressure of the
analysis chamber was maintained at 5 × 10−10 mbar. The binding energy (BE) and kinetic
energy (KE) scales were adjusted by setting the C 1s transition at 284.6 eV, and the BE
and KE values were then determined with the peak-fit software of the spectrometer. The
OL/(Ba+Mn+Ni), Ni/(Ba+Mn+Ni), and Mn(IV)/Mn(III) XPS ratios were calculated using
the area under the suggested deconvoluted bands of O 1s, Ba 3d5/2, Mn 2p3/2, and Ni
2p3/2 transitions.

The reducibility of the samples was estimated by a Temperature-Programmed Re-
duction with H2 (H2–TPR) in a Pulse Chemisorb 2705 (from Micromeritics) fitted with a
Thermal Conductivity Detector (TCD). Then, 30 mg of the sample was heated at 10 ◦C/min
from 25 to 1000 ◦C in a 5% H2/Ar atmosphere (40 mL/min); for the H2 consumption
quantification, a CuO reference sample was used.

3.2. Activity Tests

To determine the activity for NO to NO2 oxidation and NOx-assisted diesel soot
oxidation, a Temperature-Programmed Reaction was carried out. A quartz fixed-bed
reactor, heated up from 25 to 800 ◦C (10 ◦C/min) under a gas flow mixture (500 mL/min)
containing 500 ppm NOX and 5% O2 balanced with N2 was employed. For the NO to NO2
experiments (NOX–TPR), 80 mg of catalyst was diluted with 320 mg of SiC, and for soot
oxidation tests (Soot-NOX–TPR), 80 mg of catalyst and 20 mg of Printex–U (the carbon
black used as model soot) were mixed with a spatula to ensure loose contact; after, the
mixture was diluted with 300 mg of SiC. The most active catalyst was also tested under
isothermal soot oxidation conditions at 450 ◦C for 3 h and for testing the recyclability of
the catalyst, three isothermal cycles at 450 ◦C were performed. The gas composition was
determined by using specific NDIR–UV gas analyzers (for NO, NO2, CO, CO2, and O2 from
Rosemount Analytical Model BINOS 1001, 1004, and 100, Emerson Electric Co., St. Louis,
MO, USA). The NOx conversion and the NO2 generation percentages were calculated using
the following equations:

NOx conversion(%) =
(NOx,in − NOx,out)

NOx,in
·100 (1)

NO2,out/NOx,out(%) =
NO2,out

NOx,out
·100 (2)

where NO2,out and NOX,out are the NO2 and NOx (NO + NO2) concentrations measured at
the reactor exit (i.e., after reaction) and NOX,in is the NO + NO2 concentrations measured
at the reactor inlet (i.e., before reaction).

The percentage of soot conversion and the CO2 selectivity were determined as follows:

Soot conversion(%) =
∑t

0 CO2 + CO

∑final
0 (CO 2 + CO)

·100 (3)

CO2 Selectivity(%) =
CO2

∑final
0 (CO 2 + CO)

·100 (4)

where ∑t
0 (CO 2 + CO) is the amount of CO2 and CO evolved at a time t, while ∑final

0 CO2

and ∑final
0 (CO 2 + CO) are the total amount of CO2 and CO + CO2 evolved during the test.
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4. Conclusions

In this work, BaMn1−xNixO3 (x = 0, 0.2, and 0.4) samples were prepared to estimate
the effect of the nickel amount on the partial substitution of Mn by Ni. These catalysts have
been characterized and tested for the oxidation of NO to NO2 and for the NOx-assisted
diesel soot oxidation. Additionally, for the selected nickel content (5 wt %), the effect
of the nickel addition method on the catalytic performance was analyzed by using the
hydrothermal method (BMN2H) and the incipient wetness impregnation method (M5).
From the discussion of characterization and activity results, the following conclusions can
be obtained:

- Nickel is not incorporated into the lattice of the BaMnO3 perovskite as it forms a
BaNiO3 perovskite. If the sol–gel or hydrothermal method is used for nickel addition,
an oxygen-deficient perovskite structure (BaNiO2.55) is also detected.

- Mn(III) and Mn(IV) oxidation states coexist on the surface of samples, with Mn(IV) be-
ing the main one in most of them. BaMn1−xNixO3 catalysts present oxygen vacancies
to compensate for the positive charge imbalance caused by the presence of Mn(III)
and Ni(II).

- For nickel samples, a Ni–Mn synergistic effect exists which decreases the manganese
reduction temperature during H2–TPR.

- All samples increase the activity for the oxidation of NO and soot at T < 400 ◦C, with
the nickel-containing samples showing the highest activity. BMN2E and BMN4E also
present a higher selectivity to CO2 than BME, so it seems that nickel catalysts have
more active sites for total soot oxidation. However, no effect of nickel amount in the
catalytic performance was observed.

- The method used for nickel addition to BaMnO3 perovskite seems to be relevant as
BMN2H, synthetized by hydrothermal procedure, is more active than M5 (obtained
by incipient wetness impregnation of BaMnO3) and than BMN2E (obtained by the
sol–gel method) as it presents: (i) more surface oxygen vacancies which are active
sites for oxidation reactions, (ii) improved redox properties, and (iii) a lower NiO
average crystal size which enables a higher amount of nickel active sites for NO and
soot oxidation. As a consequence of these properties, BMN2H features a high soot
oxidation rate, which minimizes the accumulation of soot and, thus, the deactivation
of the catalyst during the reaction.
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